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The online event was extremely
successful. It was great to hear various
and valuable voices from key LNG players
around the globe, which helps us
to consider our new LNG policy
Takeshi Soda, Director, Oil & Gas Division, METI
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The 3rd Japan LNG & Gas Virtual Summit took place on 8 - 9 July 2020 online.
We would like to thank the Host Sponsors, JERA and Tokyo Gas, supporters IEE Japan,
distinguished speakers, our sponsors and all the delegates for their support in making the Japan
LNG & Gas Virtual Summit a great success, and in particular helping us to create a forum for the
industry to reconnect!
We look forward to welcoming you all in person to Tokyo, Japan 2 - 3 February 2021 to
continue the discussions live.

Click to Register Your Interest

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WRITTEN BY ROBERT SIMS, RESEARCH DIRECTOR

The five big takeaways
of the 3rd Japan LNG
& Gas Virtual Summit
were:

Low LNG spot prices will accelerate future uptake of gas
COVID-19 has flattened the LNG curve
LNG has shown itself to be both a flexible & secure energy source
Momentum building in LNG bunkering demand
LNG’s place in the decarbonisation journey is still being determined

Low LNG spot prices will accelerate future uptake of gas
Without doubt the most visited topic across all sessions was how the current ~$2/MMBtu was creating new
opportunities today, and affecting future policy further down the road. In the short term, the cost premium of gas over

coal has all but evaporated. We have already seen a large proportion of countries switching from coal to gas, and this
trend is set to continue, particularly in the mature eastern economies of Japan, Korea and China, with low gas prices
a major driving factor, as highlighted in the first panel discussion (Session 1: Japan’s LNG & Gas Industry in a Global
Market). Obtaining financing for coal power projects was already deemed difficult, and reducing margins over

competing gas power projects will not make this any easier. In this sense, any changes in future energy policies away
from coal towards gas will move the world faster along its decarbonisation journey.

Despite the current demand contraction, investment and interest in regas projects is continuing across all of Asia,
even as FIDs on liquefaction projects have been delayed or halted – something emphasised during the first day’s
discussions (Session 2: Optimising Partnerships to Promote Demand creation in Asia). Interest has continued to grow
in gas-to-power projects as LNG has consistently proved itself cost competitive against liquid fuels, even as oil prices
collapsed earlier this year.

SESSION 1: PANEL DISCUSSION - JAPAN’S LNG & GAS INDUSTRY IN A GLOBAL MARKET
Moderator:
Nobuo Tanaka, Special Advisor
The Sasakawa Peace Foundation
Speakers:
Takeshi Soda, Director, Oil & Gas Division
Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry (METI)
Hitoshi Nishizawa, Executive Officer, Senior
Operating Officer Optimization Dept, JERA
Jonty Shepard, Head of Global LNG, BP
Katsumi (Ken) Kuroda, Senior Advisor
Cheniere Marketing Ltd
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Hitoshi Nishizawa

Executive Officer, Senior Operating
Officer, Optimization Dept

JERA

COVID-19 has flattened the LNG curve
At this same conference last year, much talk was about the inevitable investment led commodity cycle that seemed
inescapable for LNG industry. Large scale investment in supply projects in the period of high LNG prices post
Fukushima led to today’s LNG glut, however the subsequent lack of FIDs would lead to an LNG shortage between

2021-2024. Record levels of FIDs in 2019 and forecasted for 2020 would then push the market again into oversupply
in the mid-2020s, as too many projects were commissioned within a two-year window.

Two unplanned outcomes of COVID-19 have materially changed this outlook. Firstly, LNG demand will take time to
recover from today’s new lower base, with the result that the world suddenly does not look so short of LNG in the

2021-2024 window, and any upward price correction will now be more gradual. Secondly, the current environment
has reduced enthusiasm for large scale capital intensive project in the near team, and thus supply project FIDs

have dried up. Nearly all 2020 projected investments have been delayed by one or more years. This has reduced

significantly the risk that the LNG industry was on the verge of locking in a second period of over-supply by the
mid-2020s. In essence, COVID-19 has flattened the LNG curve.

LNG has shown itself to be both a flexible and secure energy source
Long regarded by energy policy makers as an important source of energy security, LNG has already proved its

flexibility to meet Japan’s sudden increased gas demand in the early 2010s. However now in the opposite situation,
facing an over-supplied market, the LNG market has shown its ability to first divert cargoes away from Asia, and then
reduce total supply volume. As gas demand in many of Asia’s largest consuming countries fell during periods of

coronavirus lockdowns, supply output was able to adjust downward with utilisation rates at US liquefaction plants

dropping below 50%. Output has also been curtailed in Egypt, Australia and elsewhere, which has brought the market
back to balance at a ‘new normal’ price between Henry Hub and European gas prices.

How long LNG prices stay within this highly volume elastic price range is difficult to foresee. Much of the world is still
experiencing the first wave of the pandemic, while countries in Asia which look to have contained it remain at risk from

second wave outbreaks. This all adds further uncertainty to the timing and strength of any arriving economic rebound.
However as domestic production continues to plateau and fall in the mid-term, there is a growing structural need for

increased LNG imports into South East Asia which is driving further investment (Session 3: LNG Contracting – How Much

& How Long For?) for standalone regas and integrated LNG to power projects. These have continued to seek finances
even as interest in other projects has fallen away.
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Tom Earl

Chief Commercial Officer

Venture Global LNG

Momentum builds behind LNG’s future bunkering demand
With IMO2020 now finally upon us, the marine industry plans its future bunkering fuel needs. This topic was visited on

Day 2 (Session 4: Regional LNG Bunkering Collaborations) with a detailed look at how logistic costs have come down
through increased bunkering vessel sizes, and new technologies (such as block chain) helping to smooth out end-to-

end transactions across the value chain. Price linkages to European gas hubs such as TTF and standardisation of fuel
sizes is now making the trading of LNG for bunkering much more transparent and liquid. For pure economics, fleet

operators can no longer ignore investment in LNG as a viable alternative to marine gas oil or other liquid fuels. The fact
remains that LNG is priced at a significant discount to the next cheapest IMO compliant fuel source, and as such the
transition to LNG bunkering should solely depend on the age of existing vessels and the speed of fleet replacement.

LNG’s place in the decarbonisation journey is still being determined
The world needs cleaner energy, and the path towards a carbon free future has both opportunity and risk for LNG.
Discussed passionately on Day 2 (Session 6: Promoting LNG & Gas Technological Innovation as a Driver for the

Energy Transition), the combustion benefits of natural gas against both coal and oil are clear. However it is the full
emissions life cycle of LNG that will require careful management if it is to succeed as the de facto transition fuel. What can

companies do, and how much appetite will there be if decarbonising the LNG value chain ultimately comes at increased
cost to the consumer. A recent purchase of two carbon neutral cargoes by China’s CNOOC, destined for sale on the

Shanghai exchange, will to some extent test how much value buyers attach to this. Government led ESG (Environmental,
Social, Corporate Governance) policy may be what the LNG industry will ultimate requires to clean up if it is unable to
determine a market value great enough to incentivise change.

Development of other cleaner fuel sources, however, has not stopped, and is likely to accelerate in the current

environment. Carbon capture and storage cleans up much of the worst effects of burning coal in the power sector.
Renewables attached to improved battery technology will challenge gas’ domination as a peak shaver. Blue hydrogen,
derived from natural gas processes, offers a carbon-neutral value chain through emission offsets, is clean at point of

burning and is available today. Green hydrogen, derived entirely from renewable energy, promises end-to-end
carbon neutral energy and looks increasingly viable in the longer term future. How well the LNG industry adapts to the
changing environment is still to be determined.
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Snapshot of Attending Companies
• ABB • Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC)
• ADNOC LNG • Alecon Commercial Ltd • Annova • Argus
Media • Atlas Copco Energas GmbH • Aoumi Energy Mirai
• Bloomberg News • BP • BRG Energy & Climate • Castleton
Commodities • CCI • Cheniere • Chevron • CNOOC
• Compass Lexecon • Diamond Gas International Pte. Ltd
• Elliott Group, Cryodynamic Products • Energy Intelligence
• ENI • ExxonMobil LNG Market Development Inc. • Flower
LNG • Gas Energy News • Global Bases Group • Government
of Alberta • GNL Global • H-Energy • H. Stirling Group Pte. Ltd
• ICIS • IEE Japan • IFC • IHS Markit • IINO Kaiun Kaisha Ltd

Industry Testimonials
One of the best opportunities
to communicate with relevant people
in the industry.
Hiroshi Hashimoto
Senior Analyst, Head of Gas Group
Institute of Energy Economics, Japan - IEEJ

Well done. Organisation
and presentations were complete,
informed and direct.
Bernel Boghean
Business Development
Taleveras Petroleum Trading DMCC

• Japan Gas Association • JAPEX • Jazan Gas Project Co.
• JBG Energy K.K. • JBIC • JERA • JOGMEC • King & Spalding
• LNG Japan Corporation • LNG Marine Fuel Institute • LNG
Worldwide Ltd • Marubeni Corporation • Ministry of Economy,
Trade & Industry (METI) • Mitsubishi • Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL)
• NextDecade Corporation • Nippon Steel Corporation

It was good to connect during
the difficult COVID-19 situation.
Mariko Watanabe
Market Advisor
Woodside Energy

• Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha • Nishimura & Asahi
• North West Shelf Liaison Co. • Oil & Gas Republic • Pilbara
Port Authority • Poten & Partners • PTT Public Co. Ltd
• Reshamwala Shipbrokers • Reuters • QuayChain • Rise-x Yet
• Saibu Gas Co. Ltd • Sakhalin Oil & Gas Development Co. Ltd
• Shizuoka Gas • SK E&S • Skipping Stone • SMBC • Societe

Very exciting with lots of updated
information from the market.
Tomoyo Kakegawa
Executive
Diamond Gas International

Generale • South Court Ltd • SparkCognition • Taleveras
Petroleum Trading DMCC • Tellurian Inc. • TEX Report • The
Institute of Energy Economics, Japan (IEEJ) • The Japan Gas
Association • The Kansai Electric Power co, Inc. • The Marshall
Islands Registry • The Sasakawa Peace Foundation • Tokyo
Gas Co. Ltd • Total Gas & Power Ltd • TradeWinds • Trelleborg
Marine Systems Japan Co. Ltd • TruMarx Data Partners Inc.
University of Tokyo • Venture Global LNG • White & Case
LLP

• Wood Mackenzie • Woodside Energy • World Oils

The panel debates were lively,
interesting and thought provoking.
A must for any serious LNG industry
participant, whether new entrant
or ‘seasoned campaigner.

Yokohama Kawasaki International Port (YKIP) • Yuri Invest
Research Ltd

Andrew Walker
VP, Strategy
Cheniere

Attending Satisfaction Survey

95% 95% 94
95%% 94% 87
94%% 87 % 87 %
WOULD RECOMMEND
THE SUMMIT TO
A COLLEAGUE
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ACHIEVED THEIR OBJECTIVES
AT THE SUMMIT

RATED THE NETWORKING
AS EXCELLENT
OR VERY GOOD
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199

32

ATTENDEES

OVER

13

SPEAKERS

80

SPONSORS &
SUPPORTERS

Unique meetings conducted
across 2 days

21

20

NETWORKING
HOURS

OVER

COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

400

DELEGATE SNAPSHOT:
INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN:
4%

53%
LIVE
CONTENT

Unique messages sent from
attendee - attendee

MARKETING ACTIVITY:
WEB TRAFFIC:

3%

7%

LNG Regasification
& Power Generation

33%

7%

LNG Liquefaction,
Supply & Marketing
LNG Trading

Average
Unique Users:

7,659

LNG Portfolio Players

12%

Legal & Finance

Average
Page Views:

28,650

LNG Shipping
LNG Service
Co/Infrastructure
LNG Transport Fuel

6%

Brochure
Downloads

28%

GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN:

7%

7%

GEO Reach:

Email reach of:

1 Million

56+

Countries

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH:

73%

EUROPE

USA

500+

ASIA

3%

AUSTRALASIA

1339

World LNG Series

3604

@worldlngseries
#JapanLNGSummit

10%

2637

MENA

JOB TITLE BREAKDOWN:

54%
CEO / Director / Head / President / Partner / VP

7,500+
Accounts
reached

35,200

Impressions

26%
Manager / Senior Manager

12%
BDMs / Traders / Analysts / Originators

8%
Government
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PRESS ATTENDED:
Argus Media
Bloomberg News
Energy Intelliegence
Gas Energy News
ICIS
Nikkei Inc.

Oil and Gas Republic
Poten & Partners
Reuters
S&P Global Platts
The TEX Report Ltd.
TradeWinds
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We Look Forward to
Seeing You Next Year
2 - 3 February, 2021 I Tokyo, Japan
For speaking opportunities, please contact:
Nina Febo: +44 (0) 208 0780 788

For tailor-made sponsorship packages, please contact
Tyler Forbes: +44 (0) 208 0780 796
Elliott McGuinn: +971 5021 15334
Email: JapanLNG@dmgevents.com

SAVE
THE DATE!

2 - 3 FEBRUARY 2021
TOKYO, JAPAN

With Thanks to Our 2020 Media Partners
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Global

KEEP UP TO DATE WITH KEY LNG & GAS INFORMATION
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